i4&	IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS
too indifferent to the administration of public affairs.. Indifference to the welfare of our country is a crime ; but if our country is reduced to a condition in which the bad are preferred to the good, the foolish to the wise, hardly any catastrophe is to be deprecated or opposed that may shake them from their places.
Aeschines. In dangerous and trying times they fall naturally
and necessarily, as flies drop out of a curtain let down in winter.
Should the people demand of me what better I would propose
than my adversaries, such are the extremities to which their
boisterousness and levity have reduced us, I can return no answer.
We are in the condition of a wolf biting off his leg to escape from
the trap that has caught it.	\
PJwcion. Calamities have assaulted mankind in so great a variety of attacks, that nothing new can be devised against them. He who would strike out a novelty in architecture, commits a folly in safety ; his house and he may stand: he who attempts it in politics, carries a torch, from which at the first narrow passage we may expect a conflagration. Experience is our only teacher both in war and peace. As we formerly did against the Lacedemonians and their allies, we might by our naval superiority seize «r blockade the maritime towns of Philip ; we might conciliate Sparta, who has outraged and defied him; we might wait even for his death, impending from drunkenness, lust, ferocity, and inevitable in a short space of time from the vengeance to which they expose him at home. It is a dangerous thing for a monarch to corrupt a nation yet uncivilized ; to corrupt a civilized one is the wisest thing he can do.
Aeschines. I see no reason why we should not send an executioner to release him from the prison-house of his crimes, with his family to attend him. Kings play at war unfairly with republics: they can only lose some earth and some creatures they value as little, while republics lose in every .soldier a part of themselves. Therefore no wise republic ought to be satisfied; unless she bring to punishment the criminal most-obnoxious, and

